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Using a high-quality GaAs planar microcavity, we optically generate polariton pairs, and verify
their correlations by means of time-resolved single-photon detection. We find that correlations be-
tween the different modes are consistently lower than identical mode correlations, which is attributed
to the presence of uncorrelated background. We discuss a model to quantify the effects of such a
background on the observed correlations. Using spectral and temporal filtering, the background can
be suppressed and a change in photon statistics towards non-classical correlations is observed. These
results improve our understanding of the statistics of polariton-polariton scattering and background
mechanisms, and pave the way to the generation of entangled polariton pairs.
I. INTRODUCTION
While photons are the most obvious carriers for long-
distance communication, using them in a quantum op-
tical context is challenging. In order to realize strongly
correlated photon pairs, two-qubit gates, quantum non-
demolition measurements, and other quantum protocols,
strong interactions between particles are required, but for
photons interactions are extremely weak in vacuum [1].
However, through mixing photons with interacting mat-
ter quantum particles one can obtain both strong interac-
tions and long-distance information transport by tuning
the interaction strength at will [2]. Several theoretical
works have shown that there are a multitude of schemes
to create entangled states using microcavity polaritons,
which are coherent superpositions of photons and quan-
tum well (QW) excitons, ranging from polarization [3] or
energy-time entanglement [4] to hyper-entanglement [5]
and cluster states [6, 7] raising interest in the quantum
optics community. On the one hand, the photonic polari-
ton component provides a direct interface to conventional
optical methods for creation, information encoding, and
detection of quantum states. On the other hand, their
excitonic component provides strong interactions, much
larger than in conventional non-linear optical crystals,
which generate correlations. As the main interface to
this system, external photons are coherently converted
into polaritons in the microcavity and vice versa, con-
serving momentum, polarization and energy. Because of
their interactions, polaritons can scatter with each other,
changing their momentum, polarization or energy states.
The polaritons are converted back into photons with a
rate given by the photon fraction in the polariton di-
vided by the microcavity emission lifetime. Because of
this property one can regard polaritons as strongly inter-
acting photons [8].
In fact, according to recent theoretical predictions, in
properly designed samples, the interaction can be siz-
able (larger than the polariton linewidth) even at the
single-photon level, which has interesting implications in
quantum optics [9]. However, until very recently [10–
12], there has been no unambiguous demonstration of a
single-polariton level non-linearity, and the values that
can be reached in these confined systems are still to be
explored.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the parametric scattering process
{kp,kp} → {kS,kI} on the lower polariton branch, where
two pump polaritons (green) scatter into one signal (red) and
one idler polariton (blue). The inset shows how the modes
are split for a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss measurement on
the signal mode.
Polariton scattering can be understood as a four-wave
mixing process in non-linear optics: two pump polaritons
are annihilated, and the signal/idler polaritons are cre-
ated. The excited polaritons convert into photons on a
picosecond timescale. The degenerate pump case, when
using two identical pump polaritons, as shown in figure 1,
is analog to the spontaneous parametric down-conversion
process (SPDC). In the high excitation regime, the pump
has an average polariton number much larger than one
and can thus be treated as classical field P , with an in-
teraction Hamiltonian of polariton-polariton scattering
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2written as [13]
Hppint = Up†sp
†
i pppp ≈ Up†sp†iP 2 . (1)
Here, the operators pp,s,i destroy a pump, signal, and
idler polariton, respectively and U is the nonlinear inter-
action strength. The structure ofHppint is similar to that of
the Hamiltonian of a three-wave mixing, or spontaneous
parametric down-conversion process given by [14]
HSPDCint ∝ a†sa†i ap ≈ a†sa†iP. (2)
The only difference is in the coefficient of the pair opera-
tor a†sa
†
i , which is, for SPDC, proportional to the driving
field, while it is proportional to the square of the field
for polariton scattering. Similar conclusions can also be
drawn in the regime of a weak pump. Therefore, it is
instructive to compare correlation functions obtained in
the case of polaritons to those predicted and measured
for SPDC processes [15].
Several experimental studies have found signatures of
quantum behavior in polariton scattering. In continuous
excitation settings, Karr et al. [16, 17], Romanelli et al.
[18, 19], and Boulier et al. [20] demonstrated squeezing
at the level of a few per cent in the intensity fluctuations
of the signal and idler polaritons (measured in the emit-
ted photons). However, given the low level of squeezing,
the quantumness produced in these experiments is not
enough for any practical applications. Next, Langbein et
al. [21, 22] showed that when certain polariton scatter-
ing pathways are being superposed they result in photon
interference. Finally, Ardizzone et al. [23, 24] measured
second order correlations of photons emitted from po-
laritonic wires. These one-dimensional structures have
the advantage that the phase space is reduced, therefore,
it is easier to identify paired polaritons and polariton-
polariton interactions are enhanced. Very recently non-
classical correlations were observed [10] in 0D structures,
which seem to be a promising platform for studying quan-
tum effects of polaritons. On the other hand, this very re-
duction of the phase space leads to much restricted phase-
matching conditions and thus to much larger exciton and
photon linewidths. We therefore choose to work with a
2D microcavity. Unfortunately the interactions between
polaritons (equation (1)) were found to be weak with
an interaction strength U on the order of ≈10µeVµm2
[10, 25] and other effects like luminescence from bound
exciton states [21] can be significant. Understanding the
influence of the background processes is crucial for find-
ing optimal settings for producing maximally correlated
photon pairs.
In this work, we study parametric scattering in planar
microcavities with the aim of producing entangled, or
correlated photon pairs. We measure the quantum sta-
tistical properties by means of time-resolved photon cor-
relation measurements. By employing a Gaussian state
model we can quantify the role of background processes
and find optimal conditions for maximum correlations.
Beyond that, we analyze the quantumness of our source
by utilizing non-classicality witnesses. In our measure-
ments we find a clear link between background processes
and the observed statistics on the boundary between
quantum and classical physics.
The article is organized as follows. We begin by intro-
ducing Gaussian theory to compute correlation functions
and witnesses in section II. Before applying the outlined
theory to the experimental results in section IV, we dis-
cuss the experimental setup and some characteristics of
the polariton source, in section III and we conclude the
paper by identifying paths to increasing the quantumness
of the emission in section V.
II. GAUSSIAN THEORY OF QUANTUM
COHERENCE
In order to be able to produce entangled states from
any pair process, it is necessary for the pairs to exhibit
quantum correlations. We can measure these correla-
tions using photon counting in a Hanbury Brown-Twiss
(HBT) arrangement [26] (see figure 1). To make quanti-
tative predictions about the magnitude of the measured
correlations we employ a model that can be used to com-
pute the underlying correlation functions and include the
effect of uncorrelated background light superposed with
the light from the polariton source.
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Figure 2. Normalized triple coincidence rates n0 = N (3)SSI(t −
tS1, t− tS2, t)/N (3)SSI(t,∞, t) (top row) and heralded coherence
g
(2)
H (t− tS1, t− tS2, t) (bottom row) using the quantum corre-
lators from equation (3) (left column) and the classical corre-
lators (right column), with AP = 0.003 and Tc = 10 ps.
We start by assuming that the underlying quantum
state produced by our interaction process is a zero-mean
Gaussian bi-photon state, which is fully characterized by
3only two non-zero temporal correlations, given by [27]:
NSS(t1, t2) = NII(t1, t2) = Ap exp
(
− (t1 − t2)
2
2T 2c
)
,
NSI(t1, t2) =
√
Ap
Tc
√
2
pi
eiωp
t1
2 exp
(
− (t1 − t2)
2
T 2c
)
, (3)
where NSS and NII are the auto-correlation in the sig-
nal and idler mode fields and NSI is the cross-correlation
between the two fields at a certain pump amplitude Ap,
pump frequency ωp and coherence time Tc. Using Wick’s
theorem, the correlations above can be used to construct
higher-order coherences N (n)AB , where A and B are arbi-
trary combinations of modes above. Since we perform
photon counting measurements we are particularly in-
terested in intensity correlations, which are second-order
correlations (n = 2) and in particular in the degree of
second-order coherence for all combinations of modes in
the HBT setup [28, 29]. For example, in the case of the
cross-correlations, the coincidence rate between the sig-
nal and idler modes is given by
N
(2)
SI (t1, t2) = |NSI(t1, t2)|2 +NSS(t1, t2)NII(t1, t2). (4)
The second-order coherence is then given by
g
(2)
SI (t1, t2) =
N
(2)
SI (t1, t2)
NSS(t1, t1)NII(t2, t2)
(5)
= 1 +
∣∣∣N (2)SI (t1, t2)∣∣∣2
NSS(t1, t1)NII(t2, t2)
,
and the two second-order self-coherences g(2)SS , g
(2)
II are
computed analogously. For classical states the three co-
herence functions are bounded by a generalization of the
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, which can be derived from
first principles (see for example [30] for further details)
and is given by:
g
(2)
SS g
(2)
II ≥ g(2)S1Ig(2)S2I, (6)
where g(2)S1I and g
(2)
S2I are the second-order coherence func-
tions obtainable when splitting up the signal mode by a
50:50 beam splitter, as shown in figure 1. A violation of
this inequality is only possible for quantum states of light
[31].
The non-classicality of a weakly pumped SPDC-type
source can be accessed via the heralded second-order
coherence, where the signal mode is split by a 50:50-
beam splitter with both arms detected by separate de-
tectors. In this case the Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT)
measurement is conditioned on the occurrence of an idler
event and the corresponding signal photon has two path-
ways to reach a detector. In the ideal case this leads
to sub-Poissonian anti-bunching [32]. Using the correla-
tions given in equation (3), we can derive first the triple-
coincidence rate and then the heralded coherence:
N
(3)
SSI(tS1, tS2, tI) = [2Re {NSS(tS1, tS2)NSI(tI, tS2)∗NSI(tS1, tI)} +
+NSS(tS1, tS1) |NSI(tS2, tI)|2 +NSS(tS2, tS2) |NSI(tS1, tI)|2
+ NII(tI, tI)
(
|NSS(tS1, tS2)|2 +NSS(tS1, tS1)NSS(tS2, tS2)
)]
NII(tI, tI), (7)
g
(2)
H (tS1, tS2, tI) ≡
〈
aˆ†I (tI)aˆ
†
S1(tS1)aˆ
†
S2(tS2)aˆS2(tS2)aˆS1(tS1)aˆI(tI)
〉〈
aˆ†I (tI)aˆI(tI)
〉
〈
aˆ†I (tI)aˆ
†
S1(tS1)aˆS1(tS1)aˆI(tI)
〉〈
aˆ†I (tI)aˆ
†
S2(tS2)aˆS2(tS2)aˆI(tI)
〉 = N (3)SSI(tS1, tS2, tI)
N
(2)
SI (tS1, tI)N
(2)
SI (tS2, tI)
, (8)
where N∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the cor-
relations and g(2)H conditions the the second-order self-
coherence on the measurement of an idler photon If the
system were in a pure single biphoton state, N (3)SSI would
be zero. One property common to all quantities defined
above is that they only depend on time differences and
the most interesting effects occur when all arrival times
are close together.
The arrival-time dependence of the triples and the cor-
responding g(2)H for both the low pump power quantum
regime and the high pump power classical regime is given
in figure 2. While the theory above assumes a continuous-
wave pump, our measurements were performed in the
pulsed regime, where the basic structure above is still
valid, but only accessible in discrete form (when inte-
grating over the detected pulses using finite integration
windows). In our measurements the pulse repetition pe-
riod Trep is much larger than the lifetimes of the states
(Trep  Tc). Thus we can still use the results from
above to characterize the behavior at zero time delay and
asymptotically from the temporal distribution shown in
figure 2 at large time delays in any direction. In order
to capture the change from classical to quantum correla-
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Figure 3. Normalized asymptotic value nij of the normalized triples with discrete delays Trep along different axes in time,
computed with our model,1 assuming Trep  Tc, for three different pump amplitudes Ap =0.003 s−1, 0.1 s−1, 4.7 s−1.
tions in this discrete framework we introduce the ratio n0
between the value of the central peak NSSI(0, 0, 0) nor-
malized to the asymptotic valueNSSI(0,∞, 0). For purely
parametric light this ratio approaches different constant
values, depending on the pump regime, as given by
n0 =
N
(3)
SSI(0, 0, 0)
N
(3)
SSI(0, Trep, 0)
TrepTc≈ 4
√
2/pi + 2ApTc√
2/pi +ApTc
≈
{
4, Ap  1
2, Ap  1 . (9)
For large pump amplitudes (Ap  1) the value of n0 is
identical to the maximum value obtainable for a classi-
cal single-mode thermal state split into a “signal” and
an “idler” mode. In the case of the classical paramet-
ric amplifier introduced in [27] the fields are composed
of zero-mean jointly Gaussian random processes, where
signal and idler photons are drawn from a bivariate Gaus-
sian distribution. For this case we obtain the maximum
value given by:
nclass0 =
6A3p
2A3p(1 + 2 exp−T
2
rep
Tc
)
TrepTc≈ 3, (10)
independent of the pump amplitude.
In the pulsed case, the relevant temporal structure of
the correlations can be captured with the time arguments
discretized to multiples of the pulse repetition period,
nij ≡ NSSI(iTrep, jTrep, 0)
NSSI(0, Trep, 0)
,
for i, j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and Trep  Tc. The resulting nij is
shown in in figure 3 for different pump amplitudes. For
high pump powers the normalized triples converge to the
values for purely classical thermal light as is detailed in
figure 4.
In the framework established so far, a value n0 > 3
would indicate non-classical behavior, however, care must
be taken because the underlying theory is not general,
since we assume particular statistical processes. In order
to quantify the quantumness of our source in a general
way we are going to analyze the measured photon emis-
sion probabilities, as outlined in the following section. In
a real experimental setting the fluorescence from other
excitations of the system or host material may cause
strong background contributions in both the signal and
the idler mode. Given that we know the nature of the
background we can directly incorporate background light
in the above model, as we will show in the next section.
A. Correlations of mixed light
In the following discussion we consider the case of a
uniform background emission from a thermal source su-
perimposed on the parametric emission. The main pro-
cesses leading to background emission are all incoherent,
because there is at least one scattering partner with ran-
dom phase involved (phonons or excitons from the high
k-vector reservoir). A coherent contribution could come
from resonant Rayleigh scattering [33], but we strongly
reduce it by spectral, spatial and polarization filtering
(see, section §III) and can therefore neglect it. We there-
fore consider the dephasing to be fast enough to act as
incoherent background light on the experimentally rel-
evant time scales. In order to model this behavior we
assume that an operator Fˆth creates additional photons
in the same states as above leading to an effective photon
annihilation operator aˆtot = αaˆ+
√
1− α2Fˆth, where Fˆth
obeys single-mode thermal state statistics with coherence
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Figure 4. Theoretical pump power dependence of nij , as la-
beled, without background α = 1 (dashed lines) and with
α = 1/3 (solid lines), having two thirds of the total counts
from thermal background. The arrows indicate the asymp-
totic values towards the curves are converging towards.
length Tth as defined by the following correlators:
Nth(t1, t2) = Athe−iωpt1 exp
(
− (t1 − t2)
2
2T 2th
)
,
NSI,th(t1, t2) = 0.
The cross-correlations are zero because 〈FiFj〉th =〈
F †i F
†
j
〉
th
= 0. If we set all mixed terms like
〈
aˆ†Fˆth
〉
to
zero, corresponding to independent photon sources, the
total two-time correlators are given by:
NSS,tot(t1, t2) = NSS(t1, t2) +NSS,th(t1, t2),
NSI,tot(t1, t2) = NSI(t1, t2). (11)
The contribution of each term depends on the contribu-
tion of parametric emission to the total emission given by
the ratio α = Ap/(Ath +Ap). We can now use these cor-
relators in the same way as in equation (3) and compute
the higher order correlations. The results from these cal-
culations are similar to what we discussed above, where
α has a similar effect on the correlations as an increase of
pump intensity - the higher the background contribution
the lower the value of n0 becomes until it approaches a
value of three. We furthermore find that as the back-
ground becomes dominant, the power dependence of nij
becomes flatter, because of the power-independent cross-
correlations of the thermal state. The conditional coher-
ence for mixed light behaves in a similar way, where a
gradual increase of the background contribution results
in less pronounced anti-bunching and eventually bunch-
ing. The exact crossover depends on the driving strength
of the parametric amplifier.
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Figure 5. Calculated coincidence window dependence of the
conditional coherence function gH,m for mixed light with dif-
ferent α. The parameters are: the detector time resolution
TS1 = TS2 = TI = 35ps (FWHM), Tth=100ps (FWHM),
Tc = 10 ps (FWHM), and Ap =0.001 s−1.
B. Including the temporal instrument response
function
In order to include the effect of the finite temporal
response of the single photon detectors we convolve all
the above quantities with the instrument response func-
tion of our detection system. As shown in figure 18, our
best detectors exhibit an almost ideal Gaussian response
we can therefore use convolutions with Gaussians G(t, τ)
with a temporal width τ . For example, the triple coinci-
dence rate can be computed by the following expression
[29]:
N IRFSSI (t1,t2, t3) =
ˆ
dtS1
ˆ
dtS2
ˆ
dtIG(tS1 − t1, τS1)G(tS2 − t2, τS2)G(tI − t3, τI).
We can now compute the number of triple coincidence
events within a given coincidence window [t− τW, t+ τW]
of the measurements by integration over this window:
NT (t1,t2) =
1
4τ2W
ˆ τW
−τW
dt1
ˆ τW
−τW
dt2N IRFSSI (t1,t2, 0),
where we have set t3 = 0 for simplicity. All other quanti-
6ties can be computed analogously and treated in the same
way as described above. In order to illustrate the effect of
the finite instrument response and the coincidence win-
dow we show in figure 5 the conditional coherence func-
tion gH,m of a mixture of parametric and thermal light
after convolution and integration. It is evident that a
coincidence window much smaller than the detector time
resolution does not have any effect, whereas larger coin-
cidence windows, greater than the coherence time, result
in the signal becoming increasingly uncorrelated.
C. Nonclassicality characterization using witnesses
A state is nonclassical if it cannot be expressed by
any statistical mixture of coherent states [34]. A quan-
tity for characterizing the nonclassicality of single-photon
states, as introduced in [35], is defined in terms of pho-
ton emission probabilities (P0 = 〈0|ρ|0〉,P1 = 〈1|ρ|1〉 and
P2+ = 1−P0 −P1) of a system described by the density
matrix ρ. Based on this, two witnesses are defined [35]:
P2+ <
1
2P
2
1 ,P2+ <
2
3P
3
1 , (12)
where the first inequality defines the non-classicality
(NC) witness. If the measured probabilities fulfill the in-
equality, the underlying photon state is nonclassical. The
second inequality is even more restrictive and defines the
upper bound for the underlying quantum state to be ad-
ditionally quantum non-Gaussian. A state is quantum
non-Gaussian, if its Wigner function representation ex-
hibits negativity. This means that the non-classicality
witness can always certify that a given state is non-
classical, but false negatives are possible when P2+ & P1
[35], for example when detecting two-photon Fock-states.
We can compute the probabilities directly from the pho-
ton detection, as we will show later in this section.
For better illustration of the meaning of the above in-
equalities, we take three different states: a squeezed state
from a parametric down conversion source, a single-mode
thermal state and a coherent state from an ideal laser.
The multiple versus single photon probability of the dif-
ferent states are shown in figure 6. The probabilities only
depend on the mean photon number µ. In the regime of
a weakly pumped source emitting low photon numbers
(µ  1), P2+ < 12P 21 is satisfied only by the squeezed
state, while the coherent state of the laser marks exactly
the boundary between classical and nonclassical (as given
by equation (12)) and the thermal state is always above
this boundary, see figure 6. The squeezed vacuum state
above converges to the quantum non-Gaussian boundary
for very small photon numbers, but still remains Gaus-
sian. In the case of high average photon numbers the
criterion does not allow the distinction between quantum
and classical states.
The probabilities P1 and P2+ can be estimated directly
from the measured detector counts in a coincidence-
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Figure 6. Calculated multiple versus single photon proba-
bility for different states, as labeled. The shaded blue area
marks the non-classical (NC), but quantum Gaussian region.
The shaded purple area marks the non-classical region that
is quantum non-Gaussian (QNG) at the same time, fulfilling
both inequalities given by equation (12). Note that this is a
parametric plot as a function of µ over the full range includ-
ing the cases where P2+ > P1 and therefore there are two
solutions for each value of P1.
measurement, see figure 7 and [36] for more details. Im-
portant for the derivation of the probabilities is only the
total transmittance T (including losses and imbalance
and relative detector efficiencies) of the last beam split-
ter in figure 7, splitting up the signal mode. The estima-
tion of P1 depends on the effective imbalance of the two
detection channels T /(1 − T ) and if we assume, for ex-
ample, that T > 1/2, we can give an upper bound on the
transmittance, where T ≤ T e from the measured count
rates [36]:
Te = NS1,I
NS1,I +NS2,I
,
where NSn,I are the double coincidence counts between
the signal channels and the idler channel for n = 1, 2. As
derived in [36], we can estimate P1 by the experimentally
measurable quantity
P e1 =
NS1,I +NS2,I
NI
− NS1,S2,I(1− Te)
2 + T 2e
2NITe(1− Te) ,
where P e1 ≤ P1 with an error on the order of P3 [36] and
NS1,S2,I and NI are the triples and idler-trigger counts,
respectively. The probability to detect the vacuum state
is given by:
P e0 = 1−
NS1,I +NS2,I +NS1,S2,I
NI
.
Putting all of the above together we can calculate the
probability to detect two and more photons:
P e2+ =
N2S1,I +NS1,S2,I (2NS1,I +NS2,I)NS2,I
2NINS1,INS2,I
.
7We will use these expressions in section IV to characterize
the light emitted from our polariton source.
In order to quantify the convex distance to non-
classical states, we follow Ref. [36] in defining a witness
function given by:
W (a, r) ≡ ap0(µ) + p1(µ),
where a is a free parameter for optimization and the
probabilities p0,1(µ) are computed from an ideal coherent
state (Poisson distribution) with mean photon number µ
and we assume that p0 + p1 ≤ 1 (low excitation regime).
The convex distance from the experimentally determined
probabilities is given by:
∆Wf (a) = aP e0 + P e1 −W (a, µopt), (13)
where µopt = 1 − a is the mean photon number maxi-
mizing W . In order to obtain an upper bound for the
distance we maximize ∆Wf with respect to a, i.e:
∆W ≡ max(∆Wf (a)). (14)
Further details can be found in Ref. [36] and in the dis-
cussion of the experimental data in section IVB.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The investigated sample is an epitaxially grown semi-
conductor structure that contains a λ cavity with a single
25 nm wide GaAs quantum well (QW) located at the anti
node of the cavity field. Details about the sample can be
found in [37]. The measured polariton linewidths are on
the order of 120µeV and the Rabi splitting is 3.6meV
[38]. The corresponding polariton lifetimes are on the
order of 10 ps [33]. In contrast to most GaAs-based po-
lariton samples reported in the literature, in our case,
the unusually wide QW leads to three visible polariton
branches, because the light hole-heavy hole splitting is
only 4meV, and thus, both the light hole and the heavy
hole exciton are efficiently coupled to the cavity. How-
ever, we always work on the lowest branch, and the mid-
dle and upper polaritons can safely be neglected.
The experimental setup is shown in figure 7. The sam-
ple is held in a closed-cycle cryostat at temperatures in
the range of 15-20K, and is excited resonantly on the low-
est branch by short (3-20 ps) laser pulses focused onto the
sample by an aspheric lens (Edmund Optics #67-257),
L1, of focal length f1 = 9 mm. We use a second lens
L2, at the distance f1 + f2 to focus the beam into the
back-focal plane of the first lens. The excitation angle is
set by a tiltable mirror located in the back-focal plane of
L2.
The luminescence is collected through L1, and passed
through an optical relay consisting of two 500-mm focal
length lenses, L2, and L3, respectively. The distance be-
tween L2 and L3 is given by f2 + f3 and produces an
image of the back-focal plane of L1 at distance f3 from
L3, which are the two Fourier planes FP. In these planes
the signal and idler modes are spatially selected by two
multi-mode fibers with 62 µm core diameter. The fibers
are attached to 2-axis translation stages, and thus, arbi-
trary position in the momentum plane, and thus signal
and idler modes can be chosen.
In order to select the real-space region from which the
emission is collected, we spatially filter the emitted light
by a pinhole PH in the common focal plane of the lenses
L2 and L3, which is where the real-space image is formed.
Spectral filtering is achieved by means of two interference
line filters, LF, of full width at half maximum of 0.25 nm
and a central frequency around the lower polariton res-
onance (≈ 817nm). The filters are mounted on rota-
tion stages to provide angle tuning in a range of about
6 nm. Since we turn the filters only by a few degrees
around the center, there are only negligible changes in
transmission line width and changes in polarization are
adjusted using fiber polarization controllers. The light
filtered in this way is split once more by a polarization
independent 50:50 beam splitter BS in the case of the sig-
nal mode, collected through fibre collimators, matching
the fibers, and then fed into the detectors. The detec-
tor signals are analyzed by a HydraHarp time correlator
from PicoQuant. For the measurements in section IV we
used avalanche photodiodes with a combined time resolu-
tion (detectors and counter electronics) of roughly 45ps
FWHM, while we used superconducting nanowire detec-
tors with 35ps FWHM for all other measurements. Fur-
ther details about the detectors can be found in section
V.
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Figure 7. Schematic of the experimental setup. Abbrevia-
tions: M: mirror, BS: non-polarizing beam splitter, L1,L2,L3:
lenses with focal lengths 9 mm, 500 mm and 500 mm, respec-
tively, PH: pinhole, FP: Fourier plane, LF: line filter, MMF:
multi-mode fibre, FC: fibre collimator and APD: avalanche
photodiode.
8We measured correlations between two points in the
far-field, i.e. at two defined polariton momenta, as shown
on the left hand side of figure 8, which was acquired by a
CCD camera inserted in one of the Fourier planes, FP, in
figure 7: two pump polaritons scatter into a lower and a
higher momentum state on a figure-eight shaped pattern
given by energy-momentum conservation on the lower po-
lariton branch, see also the data in Ref. [39, 40]. In what
follows, we designate the low momentum state as signal
(red), and the high momentum state as idler (green). The
pump polariton direction has been blocked at the back-
focal plane of L1 to avoid overexposure. Typical focal
spot sizes, measured in the real-space plane between L2
and L3 are about 80µm (including the pinhole diameter),
which leads to a mode size of about 0.1 µm−1, and thus,
the image in figure 8 contains approximately 5000 (70 by
70) modes. As mentioned earlier, the fibers are of diam-
eter 62µm. Taking the magnification of our setup into
account, the fibre diameter corresponds to approximately
half of a spatial mode size in the far-field.
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Figure 8. Left: Measured logarithmic far-field emission inten-
sity (in arbitrary units) using 100µW pump power with the
position of the pump (blue), signal (red) and idler (green).
The shadow is from the small wrench that blocks the re-
flected pump light in the back-focal plane of L1. Right: auto-
correlations of the signal beam at the red circle in the left
graph (bottom) and cross-correlations between signal (red)
and idler (green) beams (top) as a function of the pick-up
momentum of the signal mode. The scan range is denoted by
the small square around the signal (red) mode.
IV. RESULTS
A. General results and first observations
A typical correlation histogram, between the signal-
signal and signal-idler modes is shown in figure 9. The
histograms contain a train of pulses of nearly constant
height, except for the one at zero delay, which is a sign of
correlation. The pulses are separated by the repetition
rate of the excitation laser. As a measure of correlations,
we use the ratio of the area of the peak at zero time rela-
tive to the area of the peaks at ±13 ns, which corresponds
to the second-order coherence (equation (5)) in the limit
of low efficiencies [41] (we measured total efficiencies of
roughly 0.4 % for all channels). The peak areas are com-
puted by integration over a time window as wide as the
repetition period (in this case 13 ns). A value of one
corresponds to coherent light, and it is evident from the
figure that we observe bunching at zero delay.
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Figure 9. Typical correlation histograms, where the signal
mode was set at kS = (−2.34, 1.6) µm−1 and idler mode at
kS = (−3.5,−0.84)µm−1. The cross-correlation is shown at
the top and auto-correlation of the signal mode at the bottom.
The excitation wavelength is 815.6 nm and the pump power
is 32 µW.
The cross-correlations above do not exist for modes
that do not fulfill the phase matching condition. For
the measurement on the right hand side of figure 8, we
kept the momentum of the idler mode fixed and scanned
with the signal fibre over a momentum range of about
0.7×0.7 µm−2, as indicated by the small black square in
the far-field image (8, left). At each fibre position, we
plot the value of the correlations. The cross-correlation
on the top right hand side of figure 8 (signal-idler) reduces
to one at about 0.2 µm−1 away from the phase matching
in any direction, which is equivalent to a Fourier plane
shift of four times the fibre diameter. Given that both
9the mode size and the fiber diameter correspond to about
0.1 µm−1, a simple convolution would lead to an appar-
ent momentum range of about 0.15 µm−1, slightly smaller
than what we measure. We note that similar results were
obtained by reversing the roles, fixing the signal momen-
tum, and scanning with the idler, and also when we mea-
sured the auto-correlation (signal-signal) by setting both
fibers to either the signal momenta, and scanning with
one of them, as shown on the right hand side bottom
panel of figure 8. In the case of auto-correlations we ob-
tain a measurement of the mode size in k-space, whereas
the cross-correlation measurement is sensitive to both the
phase-matching condition and the mode size.
It is also clear from figure 9 that the auto-correlation
is higher than the cross-correlation. The figure does not
display the idler-idler histogram, which is very similar to
the signal-signal histogram, but with lower count rates,
because the idler mode is more excitonic and therefore,
dimmer. It turns out that for almost all excitation powers
the auto-correlation is larger than the cross-correlation,
as demonstrated in figure 10. Only at low pump powers
the correlations are similar in magnitude. Similar results
were reported for 1D microcavities by Ardizzone et al.
[42]. Also shown in figure 10 is a the corresponding emis-
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Figure 10. Luminescence intensity of the signal of figure 8
(left axis, solid red circles), and signal-signal/signal-idler cor-
relations (right axis, open blue squares/solid green triangles)
as a function of the excitation power. The excitation wave-
length is 815.8 nm. Uncertainties for the correlations, are in
the 0.02-0.05 range, while for the intensity, they are smaller
than the symbols.
sion intensity at the signal momentum as a function of
excitation power. First, the intensity increases linearly,
and at a certain threshold power it becomes quadratic,
indicating that polaritons responsible for the emission are
generated by the interaction Hamiltonian in equation (1).
The intensity at the idler position (not shown) behaves
in the same way with the same threshold, except that its
value is reduced due to the lower photon content.
Figure 10 also demonstrates that the correlations be-
come larger than one only, when the pair intensity starts
to overcome the uncorrelated background. We should
mention here that the maximum of the correlations,
which strongly depends on the exact location on the
sample, always occurs at a somewhat higher excita-
tion power than the threshold power between the lin-
ear and quadratic dependencies. As seen in figure 10,
for this particular position, the threshold position is at
around 60µW, while the correlations reach their maxi-
mum at around 90 µW. A similar behavior was found in
[23, 24, 43]. What is also clear from this plot, is that
the bunching has a rather sharp threshold, above which
it increases nearly linearly till it reaches a maximum,
and then drops slowly. As the pump intensity increases,
the polariton dispersion is renormalized because of the
density-dependent repulsive interactions between polari-
tons [13]. In order to avoid spurious effects related to this
renormalisation, we always re-align the fibers in such a
way that the bunching was highest. The slow drop in the
correlations can be attributed to the presence of more
than one polariton in the cavity and the creation of mul-
tiple pairs [14]. Similar conclusions were drawn in [43].
The low pump power regime is dominated by back-
ground from bound state excitons [40] that trap the ini-
tially generated free polaritons until all impurities in the
excitation region are saturated, which occurs approxi-
mately at 50µW pump power as can be seen in figure 11.
Unfortunately the energy and momentum range of these
bound states has a large overlap with the experimen-
tally accessible range for signal and idler polaritons [40]
and it is therefore not possible to simply filter out all
the background light. We, however, expect the signal-
to-background ratio to improve if we additionally apply
filtering in the time domain, because the radiative life-
time of the bound states is more than a factor of 5 longer
than the polariton lifetime [40]. We analyze two and
three photon measurements using the highest time res-
olution we could achieve in more detail in the following
section.
B. High time resolution coincidence measurements
From the results in the previous section we can de-
duce that the optimal pump power lies somewhere be-
low 80µW and possibly even significantly lower when
reducing the background further through temporal fil-
tering. The goal is to find a setting where we can re-
duce the power as much as possible while still retain-
ing some parametric signal above the background. We
then record coincidence events with the HBT setup de-
scribed above, but replace the APD with superconducing
nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs) in order to
achieve a higher total time resolution of ≈ 35ps per chan-
nel. For the data presented in this section we use a bin
width of 4 ps and again a pulsed laser as pump.
In the following analysis we use, unless otherwise spec-
ified, a dataset obtained with the following settings. We
have set a pump power of 32 µW at 1.5204 eV and excite
with kp =1.34 µm−1. Through fitting a three oscillator
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Figure 11. Temporal width of the background extracted when
fitting the central peak of the histograms as in figure 9 with
double-Gaussian distributions, for both the auto- and cross-
correlations (as labeled). The underlying data is the same as
for figure 10. For the fit we assume that the parametrically
scattered polaritons have a constant width given by two-times
the time resolution of the detection system, in this case we
have σpol ≡ 2τ = 324 ps.
model [39] we find the photon-exciton detuning to be
∆C−X(0) = −2.2meV and the heavy hole exciton energy
is EHH = 1.52169 eV.
Shown in figure 12 are the recorded triple coincidences
as a function of the relative times between each of the
two signal modes and the idler mode. Plotted are, on
a 3 × 3-grid, only the central ±80 ps around the pulse
maxima (each cell in the blue grid) for integer multiples of
Trep = 13.1 ns (cell spacing), corresponding to the pulse
repetition period of the pump laser. Because of the short
lifetime of the polariton states (Tc < 10 ps) the different
regions in the 3× 3-grid satisfy the condition Trep  Tc
well.
Since we know that the background states have life-
times Tth ≈ 100 ps, much longer than the polariton
states, we filter coincidences around the center of each
pulse with varying coincidence windows τW in order to
reduce the background contribution. To capture the in-
fluence of the different channels we additionally analyze
the measured coincidences for all three permutations of
channels assignments, i.e.:
n
(S1)
ij ≡
NSSI(0, iTrep, jTrep)
NSSI(0, Trep, 0)
,
n
(S2)
ij ≡
NSSI(iTrep, 0, jTrep)
NSSI(0, Trep, 0)
, n
(I)
ij ≡ nij , (15)
producing delays along different physical channels.
Shown in figure 14 is the dependence of n(k)ij on the coin-
cidence window width τw. In figure 13 we compare coarse
grained correlation histograms from the dataset used for
figure 12 with a different dataset with a higher back-
ground contribution. Because we permute all channels
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Figure 12. Triple coincidence histogram in a 3 × 3-grid of
nearest neighbor pulses around tS1 = tS2 = tI. Each segment
of the grid is subdivided into a 20 by 20 grid consisting of 4 ps
bins.
the overall symmetry changes the “ridge”, namely where
tS1 = tS2, (see figure 3) from diagonal (like in figure 12) to
along one of the axes. The first dataset (top row) shows
the expected classical signature quite clearly, while the
second one shows a more pronounced central peak with
the components on the tS1 = tS2-diagonal reaching be-
low one, which approaches the non-classical distribution
in figure 3. We expect the central peak to have the same
height for all permutations, which is also observed apart
from small variations.
Since the height of the central peak is theoretically
unbounded in the case of the parametric amplifier source,
while it remains constant for a classical source, we expect
it to rise with decreasing τw as soon as enough of the
long-lifetime thermal light is removed. We can see this
rise in triples quite clearly as well as it starting to settle
below ≈ 35 ps, which corresponds to the time resolution
of our setup. In addition, we observe that for the lowest
filter values, n0 reaches values above three indicating a
departure from the classical parametric regime and the
onset of the quantum regime, as discussed in section II.
In order to gain further insight we can additionally
evaluate the data from coincidences between the combi-
nation of only two detectors (of the same measurement)
in a similar way (as described in section IVA) to obtain
the degree of second-order coherence along the different
directions:
g
(2)
AB(0) =
NAB(0)
NAB(Trep)
.
The denominator in this case is given by the coincidence
histogram delayed by (multiples of) Trep. This gives ei-
ther the second-order auto-correlation function g(2)SS , if
the double coincidences are between the two “signal”-
channels, or cross-correlation functions g(2)SI otherwise.
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Figure 13. Measured n(k)ij for two different datasets (rows) for τW = 12 ps and binned into a single bin per pulse. From left to
right: time delays tS1,tS2, and tI is kept at zero delay, respectively, while the other two channels are delayed. Note that the
normalization is done by averaging over the nearest neighbor of the off-diagonal peaks. The bottom row shows the same dataset
as figure 12 whereas the top row shows a similar dataset, at a different sample position, with more background contribution at
a pump power of 37µW. All color bars span the same linear range from 0 to 4.
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Figure 14. Coincidence window dependence of the normalized
triples n0 (equation (9)) for the three different channel permu-
tations. The dashed line indicates the maximum value reach-
able using the (classical) high pump limit (equation (10)).
We have not measured the corresponding idler auto-
correlation g(2)II for this particular dataset, but we found
from several other measurements that it takes on val-
ues similar to g(2)SS . The dependence of these quanti-
ties on τW is shown in figure 15. We can again see
a clear dependence on the coincidence window and the
cross-correlations reaching values > 2. Assuming that
g
(2)
II ≈ g(2)SS , which we found in an independent measure-
ment, we estimate the Cauchy-inequality (equation (6))
and find it to be violated for all cases at low coincidence
window widths.
From the cross-correlation value we can also estimate
the value of the heralded coherence function at zero de-
lays (see [29]):
gH(0) =
2
g
(2)
SI
(
2− 1
g
(2)
SI
)
, (16)
where we take the geometric mean of the two cross-
correlation combinations g(2)SI , often referred to as
coincidence-to-accidentals ratio (CAR), as input, see fig-
ure 16. However, due to the still weak cross-correlations,
the heralded coherence does not reach values below one,
which is another requirement for a quantum source. In
order to reach a truly non-classical value a CAR greater
than 2 +
√
2 ≈ 3.4 would be required.
Another interesting observation is that the auto-
correlations reach values close to two, which means that
the underlying effective mode number collected by the
multi-mode fibers is close to one [44] and the background
processes have to be emitting into the same (spatial)
mode with thermal statistics.
We can now combine both double and triple coinci-
dences to compute the heralded coherence (equation (8)),
again by computing the probability for multi-photon
clicks by taking the central peak in figure 13 and nor-
malizing it to the off-diagonal (N0XXX) peaks, i.e.:
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∆ =
(
g
(2)
S1S2(0)
)2
− g(2)S1I(0)g(2)S2I(0), which below zero (dashed lines), violates the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
g
(2)
H,I
∼=
NS1S2I(0)
N0S1S2I
NS1I(0)
N0S1I
NS2I(0)
N0S2I
, (17)
where we took the idler channel as the reference and re-
strict ourselves to that case in the following discussion.
The measured coincidence window dependence of g(2)H,I
is shown in figure 16. Interestingly, the conditional co-
herence does not exhibit the pronounced dependence on
window size we found when looking at the coincidences
alone because both the three-fold and two-fold coinci-
dences change in the same way and the effect partially
cancels. The temporal distribution of the more non-
classical dataset can be seen in figure 16 (bottom). We
can see a clear anti-bunching dip in the central peak when
going along the diagonal values, however, the value of
the central peak does not drop below one. The minimal
value for the central peak in the case of the parametric
amplifier in the classical regime is 1.5. In our measure-
ments we reach values as low as ≈ 1.36(3) - more than
four standard deviation below 1.5. This is consistent with
the bunching observed in the cross-correlations, where we
find with equation (16) g(2)SI ≈ 2.31. Even though there
is clear anti-bunching, we want to point out that the ob-
tained values correspond to super-Poissonian statistics
and are still far above the non-classical limit.
For the final analysis we want to use the non-classical
character witness defined in section IIC and compare
the single photon and multiphoton probabilities of our
source. We compute the probabilities, as defined in sec-
tion IIC, as a function of the coincidence window width
and plot them in the same way as in figure 6, resulting in
the plot shown in figure 17. Interestingly for this measure
the coincidence filtering seems to have a much greater ef-
fect than for the conditional coherence as can be seen
in the right-hand figure in figure 17. By comparing the
calculated probabilities to ideal states we can see that
the underlying quantum state always lies somewhere in-
between a classical thermal state and the coherent state
and is therefore classical.
While filtering reduces the distance to states with non-
classical character ∆W (given by equation (14)) signifi-
cantly, we find it to be still approximately 2.6 standard
deviations away from the boundary to the non-classical
region at the smallest coincidence window, which is
roughly what we expect from the value of the conditional
coherence.
V. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS AND
CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution to the bunching at zero delay
comes from the thermal background, which is difficult
to remove. In order to significantly reduce the over-
lap with the parametrically scattered polariton states of
the state space, a stronger Rabi splitting with simulta-
neously narrower linewidths could help. Based on our
structure this would require an increase of the splitting
by at least 1meV (VRS = 3.5meV [37]), while still retain-
ing the lowest possible free exciton linewidth. This could
be achieved by using two 25nm GaAs quantum wells in
the cavity.
Another limiting factor in our measurements is the
time resolution of the the detection system, which is still
roughly a factor of 3 greater than the lifetime of the po-
lariton states. If we assume that all detectors have a
Gaussian response function we can extrapolate the in-
crease in coherence we got between measurements per-
formed with avalanche photo diodes with 45ps FWHM
(figure 10) and the SNSPD detectors. We find that a de-
tection system with a total timing jitter of 10ps FWHM
could almost double the measured cross-correlation value
giving rise to non-classical anti-bunching (using equa-
tion (16) we get gH(0) ≈ 0.88). Reaching such low jit-
ter values might be possible in the near future [45]. A
higher detector time resolution would at the same time
also help separating the signal from the background in
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Figure 16. Measured conditional coherence gH(0) as a func-
tion of the coincidence window width (top figure) and the
corresponding coherences at the lowest value with 12 ps win-
dow width (bottom figure).
time, which may yield a small additional increase in
cross-correlations.
A different approach would be to confine polaritons in
all three dimensions and use interference effects in cou-
pled photonic dots to create entanglement [46]. Quantum
confinement additionally gives another handle to control
the energy of the polariton states and at the same time,
slightly increases the interaction strength. Very recently
the successful generation of non-classical polariton states
in a single photonic dot was reported [10, 12].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that correlated
photon pairs can be generated by means of polariton
parametric scattering in planar microcavities. In partic-
ular, we have shown that the signal-signal, and idler-idler
correlations are consistently higher than the signal-idler
correlations. This finding is in stark contrast with the
predictions of models based on simple four-wave mixing
processes. We can explain the differences to the theoret-
ical models by including uncorrelated background light.
We attribute this background light to donors resonantly
absorbing and re-emitting free excitons (polaritons) in
the same phase-space region as the modes of the polariton
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Figure 17. Multiphoton probabilities as a function of single
photon probabilities for the same dataset as in figure 16 plot-
ted in the top figure. Plotted in the bottom figure is the
maximum distance ∆W (given by equation (14)) according
to the non-classicality witness for the same data. A value ≤ 0
signifies that we are in the classical domain, while positive
values signify the quantum domain.
parametric amplifier. We measured that with appropri-
ate spatiotemporal selection at very low pump powers the
photon statistics changes significantly. Fluctuations in
photon numbers increase in both the triples and doubles
measurements, anti-bunching gets more pronounced and
the distance to quantum non-Gaussian emission charac-
teristic is decreased significantly, but unfortunately, the
values still stay in the classical regime. We consider dif-
ferent improvements that could reduce the background
further and find that an increase in time resolution of the
detection system would suffice to observe non-classical
photon statistics.
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APPENDIX A
Table 1 provides the raw data extracted directly from a 15 hours time-tag measurement. This data can be used to
reproduce the traces in figures 15 and 16, and we used N0 = N
0
S1S2I
N0S1IN
0
S2I
:
τW N0 NS1I NS2I NS1S2I ∆W δ (∆W ) gH(0)
4 380986080 304359 57152 67 -2.1e-7 8.1e-8 1.465
12 379723082 888105 168648 540 -1.42e-6 2.28e-7 1.362
20 416606617 1411497 270937 1335 -3.68e-6 3.25e-7 1.444
28 424958538 1850823 358853 2245 -5.85e-6 4.1e-7 1.423
36 427447870 2194373 430213 3155 -7.99e-6 4.8e-7 1.413
44 428759188 2447406 484692 3910 -9.55e-6 5.29e-7 1.396
52 440205249 2622812 524654 4513 -0.00001121 5.5e-7 1.425
60 446834339 2738787 551939 4925 -0.00001221 5.64e-7 1.436
68 450183896 2812835 570090 5189 -0.00001274 5.72e-7 1.437
76 455177765 2859698 581303 5375 -0.00001332 5.75e-7 1.451
84 453838031 2889051 588254 5487 -0.00001349 5.82e-7 1.444
92 454860004 2908194 592454 5549 -0.0000136 5.83e-7 1.444
100 456618971 2921304 595115 5592 -0.00001373 5.83e-7 1.448
108 457247663 2931057 596773 5615 -0.00001375 5.84e-7 1.447
116 458948286 2938524 597919 5632 -0.00001382 5.83e-7 1.45
124 459435903 2944550 598754 5647 -0.00001385 5.83e-7 1.45
132 458480851 2949705 599453 5663 -0.00001386 5.86e-7 1.447
140 458979902 2953990 600035 5677 -0.00001392 5.86e-7 1.449
148 459510005 2957740 600526 5679 -0.00001389 5.86e-7 1.448
156 460134970 2961157 600946 5684 -0.0000139 5.85e-7 1.449
796 470277911 3032347 610362 5803 -0.00001406 5.82e-7 1.453
1596 475778960 3067924 615553 5848 -0.00001401 5.78e-7 1.452
3996 487707513 3126042 624531 5931 -0.00001407 5.7e-7 1.46
Table I. Experimental raw data used for computing the conditional coherence and non-classical character witnesses.
APPENDIX B
In this paper we show data from two different detector types, avalanche photodiodes from Micro-Photon Devices
(PDM Series) and superconducting nanowire detectors from Single Quantum. The corresponding time responses
of one of the detectors is shown in figure 18. The time response of the SNSPDs is almost ideally Gaussian and
significantly narrower.
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Figure 18. Total time response of two different detectors, as labeled. Both responses include the time response of the counting
system.
